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IMII adds to its consideration of new energy technologies for Saskatchewan’s 
minerals industry 
 
April 10, 2024 
 
(Saskatoon, SK. Canada) - The IMII has added to its consideration of new clean energy technologies for 
Saskatchewan’s minerals industry with second phases of two projects completed in 2023 and the launch 
of a new project. The three projects are: 
 

• Designing and building of a 100 kilogram per hour test Clean Tech Inverter with Acceleware Ltd. 
to continue to validate the potential use of radio frequency energy to dry potash ore, and on a 
stage gate basis, the designing of a larger 1 to 5 tonne per hour prototype dryer. 

• Further detailed engineering and design work with SolarSteam Inc. to advance the consideration 
of their concentrated solar thermal system for the provision of low-cost renewable heat to 
many mining process requirements.  

• A new project with March Consulting Associates to investigate the viability of having small 
modular reactors provide clean heat and/or power in different industrial settings in the minerals 
industry. Learn more about their project here. 

BHP, Nutrien and The Mosaic Company are participating in the projects with Acceleware and 
SolarSteam. BHP, Fission Uranium and Hatley Engineering are partnering in the project with March. 
SaskPower is also partnering with IMII and its members on the March project. 

“COP28 concluded with a recognition that a rapid decarbonization of the energy system is the key to 
keeping the global goal of 1.5 oC within reach and that this requires accelerating clean energy transition 
both from the demand and supply side,” notes Al Shpyth, IMII’s executive director. “However, 
accelerating the transition requires that technologies be available to industry at scale and on an 
economically competitive basis. Innovative projects such as the ones being pursued by IMII with its 
members and these other partners are important steps forward in meeting these requirements.” 
 
About IMII: 
IMII is a non-profit organization jointly funded by industry and government and is committed to 
developing and implementing innovative education, training, research and development partnerships 
for supporting a world-class minerals industry. 
 
IMII serves as an Innovation Steward to strengthen the Saskatchewan minerals industry’s 
competitiveness and growth through Research, Development & Demonstration and Education & 
Training to drive the future’s Qualified & Representative Workforce. 
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